To the Reader by Victor Faustef

Dear Reader,

This book deals with the “Marie Louise Bromfield Immortality Experiment,” which I performed on my two graduate students and myself on February 11, 2001. The experiment was based on ephemerons, the particles of time, in interaction with “the gate of immortality” located in our brains.

The writer of the book, a dear friend of mine, wrote it exactly the way I have wanted it to be. I checked every single page of this large volume. I know, you did not expect of me to offer you just a booklet on such an important event as the achievement of human immortality. I confess, it feels so good to be immortal.

By reading this book you will be induced to reveal to yourself your own questions and answers—buried deep inside of you—regarding your very own existence: your birth, your living years, and your death. Let your own inner universe see the light of day. Think it out with your brain, feel it out with your heart, and sense it out with your guts; then choose between mortal and immortal existence, or embrace both.

Fear Not!

Victor Faustef